
Children learn that spoken words are made up of different sounds (phonemes) and these sounds can 

be linked to letters (graphemes). Phonemes can be made up of more than one letter Eg - ‘b’ as in bat 

‘oa’ as in goat. ‘igh’ as in light. The sounds are taught in a specific order- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

They are taught in this order so the children can learn and apply the skill of blending and segmenting 

from the start. eg, ’sat’ ’pin’ ’pat’ ‘tin’. Tricky words (grey) and decodable words (white) are also 

taught as above. 

 

To read, the children are taught to say the sounds of the letters in the word and then put them together 

(blending) To spell, the children are taught to say the word, split the word into sounds and write a 

letter/ letters for each sound (segmenting). Blending and segmenting are reversible processes and we 

teach these as skills. 

 

In order for children to be able to blend these sounds they must be pronounced clearly. Please see 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-eTO8L3t40 Normally children are taught each sound through 

exploring pictures, learning an action, forming the letter in the air and on a partners back and then 

writing the letter.   

 

 

-s, a, t, p 

-i, n, m, d 

-g, o, c, k 

-ck, e, u, r 

-h, b, f, ff, l, ll, s, ss 

 

How can you help? 

- http://www.letters-and-sounds.com/phase-2-games.html 

-Using magnetic letters to experiment with making simple consonant/vowel/consonant words e.g. 

cat, bed, nap 

-Playing games to help with hand-eye co-ordination such as bouncing balls and throwing and 

catching. 

-Working on pencil grip. The ‘pincer’ movement needs to be practised. Activities to help support 

this could include picking up objects with tweezers or pegging items on the washing machine. 

- ‘Phoneme Hunt’ -Look for letters on food packets, road signs, car registration plates. 

‘I spy’ - hunting for something beginning with…, sound talk some of the words, eg ‘h-a-t’ hat ‘s-

p-oo-n’ spoon. 

- ‘Sound talk’ some instructions eg Please can you put on your ‘c-oa-t’? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-eTO8L3t40
http://www.letters-and-sounds.com/phase-2-games.html

